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Abstract 
There are mainly two kinds of satellite positioning products at present as follows: a kind of high precision and high cost 
positioning equipment is difficult to have been applied in larger-scale, while another kink of low cost equipment have been 
applied in larger-scale is low precision. This paper includes a differential dynamic positioning algorithm based on GPS/Beidou 
which realizes middle precision based on low cost equipment. The development of this equipment has significance in vehicle 
navigation system. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System), include the GPS, GLONASS, Galileo or Beidou system, are used in 
many applications. There are mainly two kinds of GNSS products. A kind of equipment is for survey (that is survey 
instrument), and another kind of equipment as been location module for mass consumption such as car-navigating 
instruments and mobile telephone. The GNSS product for survey is same as the other survey instruments, having 
high precision: 1-20mm and being higher thousands cost than another kind of GNSS product. The kind of GNSS 
product for mass consumption has low cost, but precision is also low: 10-20 meters. Now there is an urgent need to 
develop a product which having low cost and middle precision. Future vehicle navigation system should have a map 
matching module which can distinguish road lane line, and in some vehicle monitoring systems also need higher 
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precision location. So this paper introduces a differential dynamic positioning algorithm based on GPS/Beidou, to 
provide 1 meters location precision at low cost. 
This algorithm includes four modules: satellites observation data processing module, difference data processing 
module, dynamic positioning module, output module. Satellites observation data processing module mainly receive 
GPS/Beidou satellites pseudo-range and ephemeris data, and translate these data into input data of dynamic 
positioning module. Difference data processing module send request to CORS (Continuous Operational Reference 
System) center and receive difference data in order to complete input of dynamic positioning module. Dynamic 
positioning module combines two kinds of input data from above two modules and calculates middle precision 
position by Kalman Filter function. Output module can give NMEA0183 format output by static inhibition function 
from dynamic positioning module. This algorithm coding has been realized by c and proved its availability at last. 
2. Algorithm principle 
The positioning terminal receives GPS/Beidou satellites observations, including pseudo-range and ephemeris 
data, and calculates rough position. Then the terminal send this rough position to CORS center and CORS center 
send back a closest base-station’s  satellites  pseudo-range correct(that is difference data).  The terminal calculates 
high precision position by combining satellites observations and difference data. The method goes as follow below. 
Supposed the pseudo-range of j satellite to R base-station is j`rȡ , as equation (1). 
 j` j j j j jr r r s r 1r 2rȡ ȡ c dĲ dĲ dȡ įȡ įȡ      (1)
j
rȡ  is the real range of j satellite to R base-station; rdĲ  is the time error between GNSS receiver time and satellite 
time system; jrdȡ  is range bias caused by satellite ephemeris; 
j
sdĲ  is the time error between j satellite time and 
satellite time system; j1rįȡ  is the range error by ionosphere; 
j
2rįȡ  is the range error by troposphere; c is the speed of  
light. 
According to the known coordinate of R base-station ˄XrˈYrˈZr˅ and ephemeris, JrU  is calculated by 
equation: j 2 2 2
r r j r j r j
ȡ X X Y Y Z Z     ˄ ˅ ˄ ˅ ˄ ˅ . Here j j jX ,( Y ,Z ) . 
j`
rȡ  is measured by R base-station receiver. So 
equation (1) changes to be equation (2): 
        
 j j j` j j j jr r r r s r 1r 2rǻȡ ȡ ȡ c dĲ dĲ dȡ įȡ įȡ        (2) 
When R base-station receiver measuring pseudo-range, the k  terminal measuring pseudo-range to j satellite, the 
pseudo is equation (3): 
 j` j j j j jk k k s k 1k 2kȡ ȡ c dĲ dĲ dȡ įȡ įȡ                 (3) 
Equation (2) and equation (3) combines into equation (4): 
 j` j j j j j j j jk r k k r k r 1k 1r 2k 2rȡ ǻȡ ȡ c dĲ dĲ dȡ dȡ įȡ įȡ įȡ įȡ         ˄ ˅˄ ˅˄ ˅ (4)
If the distance between k positioning terminal and R base-station is less than 100km, 
j j
k rdȡ dȡ| ,
j j
1k 1rįȡ įȡ| ,
j j
2k 2rįȡ įȡ| . Supposed  r k rǻȡ c dĲ dĲ  , equation (4) changes to be equation (5): 
j` j j 2 2 2
k r k r k j k j k j rȡ ǻȡ ȡ ǻȡ X X Y Y Z Z ǻȡ         ˄ ˅˄ ˅˄ ˅ (5)
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Equation (5) has four unknowns: k positioning terminal coordinate k k kX Y Zˈ˄ ˈ a˅nd rǻȡ  caused by the 
receiver clock error. If R base-station and k positioning terminal simultaneous observe four satellites, then equation 
(6) is derived by equation (5): 
0 0 0
k j k j k j j` j
j k k k r 0 k r
0 0 0
(X X ) (Y Y ) (Z Z )
V įX įY įZ ǻȡ (D ȡ ǻȡ )
D D D
  
         (6) 
Here 0 0 0k k kX Y Z˄ ˈ ˈ i˅s k positioning terminal approximate coordinate, can be calculated by satellite 
observation data.  
At last, k positioning terminal coordinate is calculated: 0k k kX X įX  ,
0
k k kY Y įY  ,
0
k k kZ Z įZ   and their 
squares errors: xk yk zkM ,M ,M ,  according to Least squares. 
3. Differential dynamic positioning algorithm based on GPS/Beidou 
3.1.  Algorithm structure 
The differential dynamic positioning algorithm based on GPS/Beidou includes four modules: satellites 
observation data processing module, difference data processing module, dynamic positioning module, output 
module. The algorithm structure is shown as follow Fig. 1. 
3.2. Satellites observation data processing module 
Satellites observation data processing module mainly receives GPS/Beidou satellites observations, including 
pseudo-range and ephemeris data, and translate these data into input data of dynamic positioning module. Satellites 
pseudo-range data include satellites ID, epoch, pseudo-range, Doppler values, SNR (Signal/Noise), etc. Ephemeris 
data includes reference epoch, six orbit parameters, three long-term corrects and six periods corrects. The period of 
renew ephemeris data is one hour. These data can be used to calculate rough position of positioning terminal and as 
one input of differential dynamic positioning operation. 
3.3. Difference data processing module 
Difference data processing module sends request to CORS center by rough position from satellites observation 
data processing module. This request includes the positioning terminal’s user and password, rough position by 
GPGGA format, etc. CORS center creates difference data for the positioning terminal by the rough position and 
sends back to the positioning terminal. The difference data have two kinds of format: RTCM2.3 and RTCM3.0. The 
positioning terminal receives difference data and decodes them according their format in order to complete input of 
dynamic positioning module. 
3.4. Dynamic positioning module 
Dynamic positioning module combines two kinds of input data from above two modules and calculates middle 
precision position by Kalman Filter function. This module is the main portion. This module includes three parts: 
pseudo-range data treatment, satellites positions calculation, dynamic positioning by Kalman Filter. 
3.4.1. Pseudo-range data treatment 
The aim of pseudo-range data treatment is to get optimal pseudo-range of every satellite. First we detect gross 
error in observation, then smooth pseudo-range by SNR and Doppler. SNR represents the observation quality while 
SNR is bigger and the quality is better. In this algorithm, we remove all observation which less than 10. The 
Doppler effect of satellite is as equation (7): 
i 1 iȡ ȡ Įȕ                                                                                                                                              (7) 
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Fig. 1. A Differential Dynamic Positioning based BD/GPS Algorithm Structure. 
Here, iȡ  is pseudo-range of current time, i 1ȡ   is pseudo-range next second (predictive value), and Į  is Doppler 
coefficient, ȕ  is Doppler value. We calculate the difference of i 1ȡ   and observation of every satellite, and then get 
their mean square error. If difference of some observation is larger than 2.5 times of mean square error, then remove 
it. Else we give it to the corresponding weight by its difference. 
3.4.2. Satellites positions calculation 
Satellites positions calculation is that every satellite position can be calculated by mature method from received 
satellite ephemeris data. Because of the limitation of length, there is no more tautology. 
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3.4.3. Dynamic positioning 
Dynamic positioning by Kalman Filter mainly calculate coordinate of positioning terminal in space right angle 
coordination system, DOP, velocity and direction , etc. Kalman filtering, also known as linear quadratic estimation 
(LQE), is an algorithm that uses a series of measurements observed over time, containing noise (random variations) 
and other inaccuracies, and produces estimates of unknown variables that tend to be more precise than those based 
on a single measurement alone. More formally, the Kalman filter operates recursively on streams of noisy input data 
to produce a statistically optimal estimate of the underlying system state. Dynamic positioning module uses pseudo-
ranges of more than 4 satellites, and adds according difference data, to accomplish real-time and continuous 
positioning.   
First step is initializing Kalman filter, which is to initialize state vector, state transition matrix, priori estimates, 
filter state, current time, etc. 
Second step is to correct pseudo-ranges by according difference data. This step is simple. 
Third step is to establish observation equations. There are two kinds of observation equations: pseudo-range 
observation equation and Doppler observation equation. 
Pseudo-range observation equation is as equation (8): 
i i i i iP ȡ cdt I T İ       (8) 
Here, Pi is pseudo-range from satellite i to positioning terminal, iȡ  is real range, c is speed of velocity, Ii is 
ionosphere delay, Ti is troposphere delay, iİ  is multipath error. 
Doppller observation equation is as equation(9): 
 i i0
di di
i
p p .(v v)f
f cdt İ
c p p
 
   

G G G G
G G   (9) 
Here, ip
G
  is satellite position vector, iv
G  is satellite velocity vector, pG  is positioning terminal position vector, vG  
is positioning terminal velocity vector. Supposed that the priori values of positionning terminal position and velocity 
are ( 0 0 0 0 0 0x y zx , y , z , v , v , v ), and the priori values of positioning terminal clock error and clock velocity are (
0 0cdt , cdt ). 
Through taylor expansion to eqution (9)  in given priori values of positionning terminal position and ignoring high 
order terms, equation (10) is get as follows: 
0 0 0
0i i i
i i i 0 i
0 0 0
(x x ) (y y ) (z z )
P I T ȡ įx įy įz cdt cįt İ
ȡ ȡ ȡ
  
         (10) 
Equation (10) changes to be error equation (11): 
     0 0 0i i i 0
i i i i 0
0 0 0
x x y y z z
İ įx įy įz cįt (P I T ȡ cdt )
ȡ ȡ ȡ
  
          (11)
Through taylor expansion to eqution (9)  in given priori values of positionning terminal velocity and ignoring 
high order terms,   get equation (12): 
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00 0 0
yi y0 0xi x i i
di 0 0 3 0 0 3
i i i i
0 0 0
0 0zi z i i
x0 0 3 0
i i i
0 0
00 0i i
y z0 0
i i
(v v )f f(v v ) (x x ) (y y )
f įx įy
c cȡ (ȡ ) ȡ (ȡ )
f f(v v ) (z z ) (x x )
įz įv
c cȡ (ȡ ) ȡ
f f(y y ) (z z )
įv įv cdt cįt
c cȡ ȡ
§ ·§ ·  
   ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹
§ · § ·  
  ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸
© ¹ © ¹
§ · § · 
    ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸
© ¹ © ¹
  0
di dif İ
 (12)
Equation (12) changes to be error equation (13): 
00 0 0
yi y0 0xi x i i
di 0 0 3 0 0 3
i i i i
0 0 0
0 0zi z i i
x0 0 3 0
i i i
0 0
0 0i i
y z di0 0
i i
(v v )f f(v v ) (x x ) (y y )
İ įx įy
c cȡ (ȡ ) ȡ (ȡ )
f f(v v ) (z z ) (x x )
įz įv
c cȡ (ȡ ) ȡ
f f(y y ) (z z )
įv įv cįt (f f
c cȡ ȡ
§ ·§ ·  
   ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹
§ · § ·  
  ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸
© ¹ © ¹
§ · § · 
    ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸
© ¹ © ¹
 0 0
di cdt ) 
 (13)
Predictive state eqution is equation (14): 
k k,k 1 k 1 kX ĭ X Wˆ   (14)
Here, X is state parameter matrix, because of observation satellites including Beidou and GPS, as follow as 
equation (15): 
g
c
x
y
z
g
c
x
y
z
cdt
X cdt
v
v
v
cdt
cdt
ª º
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
 « »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »¬ ¼


 (15)
State transition matrix is equation (16): 
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k,k 1
1 0 0 0 0 ǻt 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 ǻt 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ǻt 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ǻt 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ǻt
ĭ
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

ª º
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« » 
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »
« »¬ ¼
 (16)
To reduce the infleunce of observation and state predictive information on state parameters estimitions, so 
extremum condition has been structured as equation (17): 
k k k
T T
k k k k k X X Xȍ V P V Į V P V   (17)
This algorithm adopts  robust estimation on observations, and adopts adaptive estimation on state predictive 
information. Robust estimation adopts IGG in this paper, as eqution (18): 
i 0
0
i 0 i 1
i
1 i
1, u k
k
w , k u k
u
0, k u
­ 
°
° d ®
°
° d¯
(18)
Here, ii 0 1
v
u k 1  .5 k 2.5
ı
   ˈˈ , 
Because here Karman filter calculates state matrix, not corrections, state matrix is unknown as equation(19): 
k k k k
ˆv A X L  (19)
Then the gain matrix is calculated by equation (20): 
k k
T T 1
k k k kX X k
K A (A A ) ¦ ¦ ¦     (20)
Here, 
2
p
2k
fd
[ı ] 0
0 [ı ]
ª º
 « »
¬ ¼
¦ .
To the observation covariance of pseudo-range: 0.5/sin . 
But to the observation covariance of doppller value, state estimation matrix need to update as equation (21): 
k k k k k kX X K (Lˆ A X )    (21)
To iterative calculation, error covariance matrix has been update as equation (22): 
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k kXˆ k k X
(I K A ) ¦ ¦     (22)
3.5. Output module 
Output module gives NMEA0183 format output from dynamic positioning module. First step is to transform 
geodetic coordinate from space right angle coordination system, then the latitude, longitude, elevation, time of 
positioning terminal can be calculated. Second step is to calculate satellite number, DOP, velocity and direction, etc. 
For reducing the infleunce of drift of positioning, the position data need to smooth by stead-state filter and static 
inhibition function. At last, this module recode all output data by NMEA0183 format for having extensive 
application in ITS. 
4. Sample 
4.1. Sample introduction 
The software developed through the differential dynamic positioning algorithm in this paper, run on win32 
platform, and had several experiments in Shanghai city. Every experiment adopts three types positioning equipment:  
a normal point positioning equipment with GPS/Beidou, a positioning equipment with algorithm in this paper and a 
RTK equipment. Because RTK has high precision: 1-20mm, the output of RTK can be as reference. 
4.2. Test pictures 
Choose an experiment in 2013.07.15, on Shibo Avenue, to show the advantage of the difference dynamic 
positioning algorithm. Figure.2 is the full view of this experiment, and Figure.3 is the local amplification of Figure.2. 
Here, the red points were collected by RTK, the blue points were collected by the equipment with algorithm in this 
paper, and the green points were collected by a normal point positioning equipment with GPS/Beidou. 
  
Fig. 2. (a) Full view of experiment; (b) Local amplification. 
From Fig.2, the points collected by the equipment with algorithm in this paper, were close to according RTK 
pointsˈhowever, the points collected by normal point positioning equipment were far from those RTK points. And 
the track of points collected by the equipment with algorithm in this paper was smoothing and had so high precision 
to distinguish road lane line. 
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4.3. Data processing and analysis 
Because RTK output has so high precision as to be reference, then all position data had to been used to calculate 
their offset according to the same time. There are two group test data as table 1. The mean square error unit of table 
1 is meter. Table 1illustration is as follow as: the mean square error of points collected through the algorithm in this 
paper, is 1meter, and less than points collected by normal point positioning. 
Table 1. The accuracy of two groups test data. 
 
 
Mean square error 
First group Second group 
Using algorithm in 
this paper(m) 
Normal point 
positioning(m) 
Using algorithm in 
this paper(m) 
Normal point 
positioning(m) 
ᇞx 1.520 7.567 0.981 6.117 
ᇞy 1.288 8.727 0.811 7.656 
ᇞr 1.232 10.928 0.857 9.759 
5. Conclusion 
The algorithm based on GPS/Beidou in this paper, using differential dynamic positioning method based on 
Kalman filter, can realize 1 meter positioning plane precision on low cost equipment. That is proved by several 
practical tests. Normal satellite navigation positioning chip can realize higher precision if using the algorithm in this 
paper, and will bring a better experience for user. The development of this equipment based on the algorithm in this 
paper, can be used in vehicle navigation system, vehicle monitoring system, etc, and has a huge market and 
commercial application prospect in ITS. 
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